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For the set of Hill operators L=&(d 2dx2)+q(x) with ?-periodic potentials
q(x) # L2[0, ?] a spectral parametrization is given using a complete system of
independent parameters.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let q(x), x # R, be a ?-periodic function, q(x) # L2[0, ?], and let L be
the Hill operator
L= &
d 2
dx2
+q(x). (1)
For + # C denote by S(+) the space of all solutions of the equation
(L&+) y=0. (2)
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Since q(x) is ?-periodic, S(+) is invariant with respect to the monodromy
operator T which is defined by the equality Tf (x)=f (x+?). Denote by
.(x, +) and (x, +) the solutions of (2) satisfying the initial conditions
.(0, +)=$(0, +)=1, .$(0, +)=(0, +)=0.
The matrix
T(+)=\.(?, +).$(?, +)
(?, +)
$(?, +)+
is called the monodromy matrix of L. The problem we are investigating here
is to describe all monodromy matrices T(+).
If q(x) is a real function, then L is a selfadjoint operator in L2(R) and
such a description easily follows from the results of V.A. Marchenko and
I. V. Ostrovskii [MO]. The most essential ingredient of Marchenko
Ostrovskii parametrization is a conformal map of a comb-like domain on
the upper half-plane. If q(x) is non real, this domain disappears, and some
other parameters are needed.
The entries of T(+) are entire functions which determine the spectra of
some boundary problems in L2[0, ?] generated by L and the Dirichlet or
Neumann boundary conditions at x=0 and x=?. Namely, the zero sets of
.(?, +) and (?, +) form the spectra of the problems with
y$(0)= y(?)=0, y(0)= y(?)=0,
respectively, while the zero sets of .$(?, +) and $(?, +) form the spectra of
the problems with
y$(0)= y$(?)=0, y(0)= y$(?)=0,
respectively.
To describe the spectrum _(L) of the Hill operator L in the space L2(R),
it is necessary to introduce the function
%(+)=
1
2
Tr T(+)=
.(?, +)+$(?, +)
2
which is called the Hill discriminant of L. It is known that
_(L)=[+ # R | %(+)=cos t, 0t?].
The entries of the monodromy matrix are not independent, since, by virtue
of Liouville's theorem, they are connected by the relation
.(?, +) $(?, +)&.$(?, +)(?, +)=1. (3)
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If, along with %(+), we introduce the function
`(+)=
.(?, +)&$(?, +)
2
,
then we will arrive at the equation
%(+)2&1&(?, +) .$(?, +)=`(+)2. (4)
The aim of the present paper is to show that the functions .(?, +), %(+)
and `(+) are independent (to some extent) parameters which determine the
potential q(x) uniquely, and to give an intrinsic description of all triples
[s(+), u(+), v(+)] which can stay as the functions .(?, +), %(+) and `(+)
corresponding to some potential q(x).
2. The Parametrization
Suppose that entire functions c(*) and s(*) are given such that the
function
8(x)=:
n _res*n
c(*)
*s(*)
cos *x&
1
?
cos nx& (5)
is continuous on the interval [0, 2?], the sum being taken over all zeros *n
of *s(*). Let us set
F(x, t)=
8(x&t)&8(x+t)
2
, 0tx?, (6)
and consider the GelfandLevitan equation, cf. [L], [M],
K(x, t)+F(x, t)+|
x
0
K(x, s) F(s, t) ds=0, 0tx (7)
in the space L2[0, x]. The Fredholm determinant D(x) of this equation is
a continuous function of x.
We will denote by PW? the space of all entire functions of exponential
type not exceeding ? with the norm induced by the L2(R)-norm. Let us
note that for f # PW? the following estimate is true
| f (*)|C & f &L2(R) e
?|I*| (8)
with a constant C not dependent of f.
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Let us now denote by P the set of all triples
p=[s(*), u(*), v(*)] (9)
whose elements are even entire functions satisfying the following conditions:
(i) the function s(*) is representable in the form
s(*)=
sin *?
*
&Q
cos *?
*2
+
f (*)
*2
(10)
where Q is a constant and f # PW? ;
(ii) the function u(*) is representable in the form
u(*)=cos *?+Q
sin *?
*
&Q2
cos *?
2*2
+
g(*)
*2
(11)
with the same Q as in (10), and g(*) # PW? ;
(iii) *v(*) # PW? ;
(iv) the ratio (u(*)2&1&v(*)2)s(*) is an entire function, i.e. there
exists an entire function w(*) such that
u(*)2&1&v(*)2=s(*) w(*);
(v) if 8(x) and K(x, t) are defined by Eqs. (5) and (6) with c(*)=
u(*)+v(*) then the Fredholm determinant D(x) of Eq. (7) is not equal to
zero for each x # [0, ?].
Let us note that conditions (i)(v) are satisfied by the ``trivial'' triple
p0={sin ?** , cos ?*, 0= .
3. The Theorems
Coming back to Eq. (2) we set +=*2 and introduce the functions
c(x, *)=.(x, +), s(x, *)=(x, +), u+(*)=%(+), u&(*)=`(+).
Theorem 1. For a triple (9) to have the form
p=[s(?, *), u+(*), u&(*)] (12)
corresponding to a potential q(x) # L2[0, ?] of the Hill operator (1), it is
necessary and sufficient that it satisfies the conditions (i)(v)
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In other words, if the map M is defined from the space of all ?-periodic
potentials q(x) # L2[0, ?] by the equality
M[q]=[s(?, *), u+(*), u&(*)] (13)
then it is one-to-one, and we can look at M as an operator parametrizing
Hill's operators. The monodromy matrices of such operators are described
as follows:
Given a triple p # P, the monodromy matrix T(+) corresponding to the
potential q(x)=M&1[p] has the form
T(+)=\
u(- +)+v(- +) s(- +)
+u2(- +)&v2(- +)&1s(- +) u(- +)&v(- +)
Let us endow the set P with the metric
d(p1 , p2)=|Q1&Q2|+& f1&f2&L2(R)
+&g1&g2&L2(R)+&*v1&*v2&L2(R) (14)
where index i marks a number or a function corresponding to p i , i=1, 2.
It is easy to see that P is a Fre chet space, i.e. a complete metric linear
space.
Theorem 2. The map M is one-to-one from the space L2[0, ?] with the
metric
d(q1 ,q2)=&q1 &q2&L2[0, ?]
onto the space P with the metric (14).
Moreover, both M and its inverse satisfy Lipschitz conditions
d(p1 , p2)Cd(q1 , q2) eC - M (15)
with M=max[d(q1 , 0), d(q2 , 0)], and
d(q1 , q2)C$&2d(p1 , p2) exp(exp CP) (16)
with P=max[d(p1 , p0), d(p2 , p0)], $=min[$1 , $2],
$i= min
x # [0, ?]
|Di (x)|, i=1, 2
Di (x) being the determinants from (v), and some constant C.
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4. The Jacobi Parametrization
Assume for a moment that, for all zeros *k of S(*), except a finite
number, the following relations hold
u(*k)2&1=u* (*k)=s(*k)=0.
Then there exist an entire function z(*), an integer n, and polynomials
R(*)=*2n+1+..., S(*)=*n+..., W(*)=*n+1+..., V(*)=a*n+...,
such that
u(- *)2&1=R(*) z2(*)
s(- *)=S(*) z(*)
w(- *)=W(*) z(*)
v(- *)=V(*) z(*).
Hence,
R(*)&S(*) W(*)=V 2(*).
The polynomial R defines a hyperelliptic curve Cn=[(*, y) | y2=R(*)] of
genus n, while S and V determine uniquely the divisor d(S, V) on Cn whose
projections are zeros of S: V(*k)=\- R(*k). Given a polynomial R, the
latter formula linking R, S and V is exactly the Jacobi parametrization
([Ja], [Mu]) of all divisors on Cn .
If p=M[q] with a real q, then q is a finite-band potential with all points
of d(S, V) being simple and projected onto the spectral lacunas. It was
observed by H. McKean [McK] that in this case polynomial triples
[R, S, V] parametrize all such finite-band potentials.
5. Comments
To make condition (v) more transparent, let us consider the function 8
in more details. It is an elementary observation that, if E=n # Z[* | |*&n|
10&4], then the following estimate is true
|sin *?|10&4e?|I*|.
Since, according to (10), we have
|*s(*)&sin *?|C |*|&1 e? |I*|d(p, p0)
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then, by virtue of the Rouche theorem, the zeros *n of the function *s(?, *)
are simple for |n|N=1+[Cd(q, 0)]. Hence the n-th term of series (5)
has the form
an(x)=
c(*n)
*ns* (*n)
cos *n x&
1
?
cos nx. (17)
Moreover, for such n,
*n=n+
Q
?n
+
sn
n
,
(18)
 :
|n|>N
|sn | 2Cd(p, p0).
Let us prove that the function 8(x) satisfies the estimate
max
x # [0, 2?]
|8(x)|+&8$(x)&L2[0, 2?]CeCNd(p, p0). (19)
First, represent 8(x)=81(x)+83(x)+82(x) with
81(x)=
1
2i? | |*|=N+12 _
c(*)
*s(*)
&
cos ?*
sin ?*& cos *x d*
82(x)= :
|n|>N _
c(*n)
*n s* (*n)
&
1
?& cos nx
83(x)= :
|n|>N
c(*n)
*ns* (*n)
(cos *nx&cos nx).
Using Eq. (10) and (11), we find that the factor in the brackets in the
integral for 81 is
Q& 12Q
2*&1 sin *? cos *?+g(*) *&1 sin *?&f (*) cos *?+*v(*) sin *?
*2s(?, *) sin *?
which is bounded by Cd(p, p0) for |*|=N+(12). Hence, 81(x) satisfies
(19).
Using again (10), (11) and (18), after elementary calculations, we find
that the following representations are true
c(*n)
*n s* (*n)
=
1
?
+
hn
n
(20)
 :
|n|>N
|hn | 2Cd(p,p0)
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and
cos *nx&cos nx=&
Qx
?
sin nx
n
&
Q2x2
2?2
cos nx
n2
+h$n x
sin nx
n
+hn"x2
cos nx
n2
+
hn(x)
n2
(21)
where
 :
|n|>N
|h$n | 2+ :
|n|>N
|hn"| 2
+ :
|n|>N
max
x # [0, 2?]
( |hn(x)|+|h$n(x)| )Cd(p, p0). (22)
By virtue of Parseval's formula we derive from (20) that 82(x) satisfies
(19), and to prove (19) for 83(x) it is sufficient to apply (21).
Now we find that if a triple p satisfies (i)(v), then the function F(x, t),
defined by (5), is continuous on the set [0, ?]_[0, ?] and the following
estimate holds
max
x # [0, ?] \ maxt # [0, x] |F(x, t)|+"
F(x, t)
x "L2[0, x]+"
F(x, t)
t "L2[0, x]+
Cd(p, p0) eCd(p, p0).
In particular, it follows that the Fredholm determinant D(x) of Eq. (6) is
a continuous function of x on the interval [0, ?].
6. Proof of Theorem 1: Necessity
For a potential q(x) # L2[0, ?], let K(x, t) be the kernel of the transfor-
mation operator (cf. [M], [L]) which transforms ei*x in the solution of
Eq. (2) with +=*2 according to the formula
e(*, x)=ei*x+|
x
&x
K(x, t) ei*t dt, 0tx?. (23)
The functions K(s)(x, t)=K(x, t)&K(x, &t) and K(c)(x, t)=K(x, t)+
K(x, &t) are the transformation operator kernels corresponding to the
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initial conditions y$(0)=0 and y(0)=0, respectively. It means that the
functions c(x, *) and s(x, *) may be represented in the form
s(x, *)=
sin *x
*
+|
x
0
K(s)(x, t)
sin *t
*
dt
=
sin *x
*
&Q
cos *x
*2
+|
x
0
K(s)(x, t)
t
cos *t
*2
dt, (24)
and
c(x, *)=cos *x+Q
sin *x
*
+|
x
0
K(c)(x, t)
t
sin *t
*
dt, (25)
respectively, where
Q= 12 |
?
0
q(t) dt. (26)
Since (x) K(s)(x, t) # L2[0, ?], the function s(?, *) satisfies condition (i).
It follows from (24) and (25) after a straightforward calculation (cf.
[PT] for a detailed proof) that the function u+(*) may be represented in
the form (11) where
g(*)=|
?
0
M(t) cos *t dt
with
M(t)=
1
8 |
?
(?&t)2
q(u)q \u&?&t2 + du+
1
8 |
?
(?+t)2
q(u)q \u&?+t2 + du
+
1
2 |
?
(?&t)2
q(u) du _ |
u
u&((?&t)2)
K(v, 2u+t&?&v) q(v) dv
&|
u
(?&t)2
K(v, v&?+t) q(v) dv&
+
1
2 |
?
(?+t)2
q(u) du _ |
u
u&((?+t)2)
K(v, 2u&t&?&v) q(v) dv
&|
u
(?+t)2
K(v, v&?&t) q(v) dv& .
Since M(t) # L2[0, ?], we find that u+ satisfies the condition (ii), while the
condition (iii) easily follows from the same Eqs. (23) and (24).
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To prove that the condition (iv) is fulfilled, it is sufficient to write (3) in
the form
u+(*)2&1&u&(*)2
s(?, *)
=c$(?, *). (27)
Let us prove that the condition (v) is fulfilled as well.
Assume that a function f (s) # L2[0, ?] is a solution of the homogeneous
equation
f (s)+|
x
0
F(s, t) f ({) d{=0, 0sx.
According to (5) and (6) we find
f (s)+|
x
0
:
n _res*n
c(?, *)
*s(?, *)
sin *s sin *{&
1
?
sin ns sin n{& f ({) d{=0
which by virtue of Parseval's formula yields the equation
:
n
res
*n
c(?, *)
*s(?, *)
F(*) sin *s=0, 0sx, (28)
with
F(*)=|
x
0
f ({) sin *{ d{.
Since the sequence [*n] is of the form (18), we have [F(*n)] # l 2(Z) and
the series in (28) converges in the space L2[0, ?], though the equality (28)
is valid for 0sx only. If we multiply Eq. (28) by K(s)(t, s) and integrate
over the interval [0, t], we obtain the equation
:
n
res
*n
*c(?, *)
s(?, *)
F(*) s(t, *)=0, 0tx. (29)
Let
g(t)={ f (t)+
x
t H(s)(u, t) f (u) du
0
if 0tx?
if 0xt?
with H(s)(u, t) inverting (24):
sin *x
*
=s(x, *)+|
x
0
H (s)(x, t) s(t, *) dt.
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The LHS of (29) coincides with the expansion of the function g(t) in the
series of root functions of the Dirichlet boundary problem for the operator
L. According to the expansion theorem for this problem, the LHS of
Eq. (29) is equal to g(t), and by virtue of this equation we find that g(t){0
and f (t)=0 for 0tx. It follows now from the Fredholm theory that
D(x)=0. Hence, the condition (v) is fulfilled which completes the proof of
the necessity of all conditions (i)(v) of Theorem 1.
7. Proof of Theorem 1: Sufficiency
Let a triple p # P be given of the form (9). Set c(*)=u(*)+v(*) and
consider the functions 8(x) and F(x, t) defined by (5) and (6). Let us
represent Eq. (7) in the form
(I+F) Kx=&Fx (30)
where Kx=K(x, } ) and Fx=F(x, } ), and the operator F in L2[0, x] is
defined by
Fy(t)=|
x
0
F(s, t) y(s) ds, 0tx.
According to condition (v), Eq. (7) has a unique solution K(x, t) which
may be represented in the form
K(x, t)=|
x
0
2(t, s; x)
D(x)
F(x, s) ds, 0tx, (31)
where 2(t, s; x) and D(x) are Fredholm determinants of (7). Using their
well-known explicit representations we will find that both 2(t, s; x) and
D(x) are continuous functions on the sets [(t, s, x) | 0t, sx?] and
[x | 0x?], respectively, and that
|2(t, s; x)|+|D(x)|C exp(exp d(p, p0)).
It follows now that K(x, t) is a continuous function on the set
[(x, t) | 0tx?]. The derivatives (x) K(x, t), (t) K(x, t) satisfy
the same equation (7) with the RHS &(x) K(x, } )&K(x, x) F(x, } ) #
L2[0,x] and &(t) F(x, } ) # L2[0, x] instead of &F(x, } ), respectively.
By virtue of (22) this proves the estimate
max
x # [0, ?] \ maxt # [0, x] |K(x, t)|+"

x
K(x, t)"L2[0, x]+"

t
K(x, t)"L2[0, x]+
Cd(p, p0) exp(exp Cd(p, p0)). (32)
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Define now the function
q(x)=2
dK(x, x)
dx
, 0x?. (33)
It follows from (32) that q(x) # L2[0, ?]. What remains to be proved is
that the initial triple p # P coincides with the triple of the form (12) corre-
sponding to the operator (1) with the potential q(x).
First of all we will prove that s(*)=s(?, *). To this end we note that (cf.
[GL]) it follows from Eq. (7) that the function K(x, t) is the transforma-
tion operator kernel for the operator (1). It means that
s(x, *)=
sin *x
*
+|
x
0
K(x, t)
sin *t
*
dt, 0x?. (34)
If we set x=? in Eq. (7), we will obtain
K(?, t)+:
n
res
*n
c(*)
*s(*)
sin *? sin *t
+|
?
0
:
n _res*n
c(*)
*s(*)
sin *s sin *t&
1
?
sin ns sin nt& K(?, s) ds=0.
Since the system [sin nt]n=1 is an orthogonal basis in the space L
2[0, ?],
the previous equation together with (34) yields
:
n
res
*n
c(*)
s(*)
sin *t s(?, *)=0 0t?, (35)
the series being convergent in the space L2[0, ?]. Suppose now that *k {0
is a root of the function s(*) of multiplicity mk . Set
sk, p(*)=
s(*)
(*2&*k 2) p
, p=1, ..., mk .
The functions sk, p , according to the PaleyWiener theorem, are of the class
PW? and may be represented in the form
sk, p(*)=|
?
0
Hk, p(t)
sin *t
*
dt, p=1, ..., mk ,
with Hk, p # L2[0, ?]. Multiplying (35) by Hk, p(t) and integrating over the
interval [0, ?], we obtain the equation
:
n
res
*n
*c(*)
s(*)
sk, p(*) s(?, *)=0, p=1, ..., mk ,
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which is reduced to the form
res
*=*k
c(*) s(?, *)
(*2&*2k)
p =0, p=1, ..., mk .
Therefore, c(*) s(?, *)=O((*&*k)mk). The same is valid for *k=0. If
c(*k)=0, then
u(*k)2&v(*k)2=(u(*k)&v(*k)) c(*k)=0
contradicting condition (iv). Hence s(?, *)=O((*&*k)mk) and the ratio
s(?, *)s(*) is an entire function of exponential type. The comparison of
representations (10) and (34) shows that this ratio is bounded outside
some strip [* | |I*|A]. By virtue of the Phragme nLindelo f theorem,
it is constant, and since limy   s(?, iy)s(iy)=1, we conclude that
s(?, *)=s(*).
Let us now prove that c(?, *)=c(*). First of all we notice that Eq. (7)
implies the Parseval formula
|
?
0
f (x) g(x) dx=:
n
res
*n
*c(*)
s(*)
F(*) G(*) (36)
with
F(*)=|
?
0
f (x) s(x, *) dx,
G(*)=|
?
0
g(x) s(x, *) dx.
On the other hand, the expansion theorem for the Dirichlet problem for
the operator (1) in the space L2[0, ?] implies the Parseval formula
|
?
0
f (x) g(x) dx=:
n
res
*n
*c(?, *)
s(?, *)
F(*) G(*). (37)
Choose here f (x)=s(x, +) and g(x)=s(x, &) with some complex numbers
+ and &. If
R(+, &)=
s(?, +) s$(?, &)&s$(?, +) s(?, &)
+2&&2
then, by virtue of the Lagrange formula,
|
?
0
s(x, +) s(x, &) dx=R(+, &).
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For [*n] and [mn] as before, and p=0, 1, ..., mn&1, we obtain
 p
+ p _res*n
*c(?, *)
s(*)
R(*, +) R(&, *)&+=*k
=res
*n \*c(?, *)
s$(?, *)
*2&&2 _
 p
+ p
s$(?, +)
*2&+2&+=*n+ s(?, &) $kn
with the Kronecker symbol $kn . Since, according to (3), s$(?, *n){0 for all
n, the last function may be represented in the form
res
*n \ :
p
q=0
a (n)qp (&)
(*&*n)q+1
c(?, *)+ $kn , p=0, ..., mn&1,
with a (n)pp (&){0. The analogous function corresponding to Eq. (36) has the
form
res
*n \ :
p
q=0
a (n)qp (&)
(*&*n)q+1
c(*)+ $kn , p=0, ..., mn&1.
Since the LHS of (36) and (37) coincide, we obtain
res
*n \ :
p
q=0
a (n)qp (&)
(*&*n)q+1
(c(?, *)&c(*))+=0, p=0, ..., mn&1, n # Z.
It follows now that
c(?, *)&c(*)=O((*&*n)mn)
for all n # Z. Hence the ratio
*(*)=
c(?, *)&c(*)
s(?, *)
is an entire function of exponential type. Notice now that the constant Q
in (24) is the same as in (10) and, therefore, as in the representation (11).
Hence
|c(?, *)&c(*)|const |*|&2 exp |I*| ?
while
|s(?, *)|const |*|&1 exp |I*| ?
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outside some strip [* | |I*|A]. Applying the Phragme nLindelo f prin-
ciple to the function *(*) inside the strip we find that \(*)=0 which yields
c(?, *)=c(*).
Set now
c1(*)=
u(*)2&1&v(*)2
s(*)
=
c(?, *)(u(*)&v(*))&1
s(?, *)
and denote by +k and mk a zero of the function c(?, *) and its multiplicity,
respectively. Acording to the condition (iv), s(?, +k){0 and
c1(*)&c$(?, *)=c(?, *)
u(*)&v(*)&s$(?, *)
s(?, *)
=O((*&+k)mk).
Combining the conditions (iii) for u&(*) and v(*) with the Phragme n
Lindelo f principle, we find that c1(*)=c$(?, *). Hence, u(*)&v(*)=s$(?, *)
which, together with u(*)+v(*)=c(*)=c(?, *), implies u(*)=u+(*),
v(*)=u&(*), completing the proof of Theorem 1.
8. Proof of Theorem 2
In what follows, if two potentials qi (x) or parameters pi are given, we
will supply constants and functions corresponding to them with the index i,
i=1, 2; for example,
Qi= 12 |
?
0
qi (t) dt, (38)
fi is a function from the condition (ii) for the potential qi etc. We will
denote by the same symbol C universal, but perhaps different, constants
which do not depend on any parameter.
Let two parameters qi , i=1, 2, be given. It follows from (38) that
|Q1&Q2|Cd(q1 , q2). According to [PT], we have the estimates
|K (1)(x, t)&K (2)(x, t)|+|K (1)(s) (x, t)&K
(2)
(s) (x, t)|+|K
(1)
(s) (x, t)&K
(2)
(s) (x, t)|
CeC - Md(q1 , q2)
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and
} t (K (1)(x, t)&K (2)(x, t))}+ }

t
(K (1)(s) (x, t)&K
(2)
(s) (x, t))}
+ } t (K (1)(c)(x, t)&K (2)(c)(x, t))}+ }

x
(K (1)(x, t)&K (2)(x, t))}
+ } x (K (1)(s) (x, t)&K (2)(s) (x, t))}+ }

x
(K (1)(c)(x, t)&K
(2)
(c)(x, t))}

1
4 }q1 \
x+t
2 +&q2 \
x+t
2 +}+
1
4 }q1 \
x&t
2 +&q2 \
x&t
2 +}
+CeC - Md(q1 , q2).
Using (24) and (25) we obtain the estimate
& f1& f2&L2(R)+&g1& g2&L2(R)Ce
C - Md(q1 , q2).
Finally, differentiating (23) with respect to x, we find
s$(?, *)=cos *?+K(s)(?, ?)
sin *?
*
+|
?
0
K(s)(?, t)
x
sin *t
*
dt.
Since K(s)(?, ?)=Q, we obtain the representation
u&(*)=|
?
0 \
K(c)(?, t)
t
&
K(s)(?, t)
x +
sin *t
*
dt
which implies the estimate
&*u (1)& &*u (2)& &L2(R)CeC - Md(q1 , q2).
Combining it with the previous estimates yields (15).
Let now two parameters pi , i=1, 2, be given. To prove (16) we will
make calculations from Section 5 more precise. Choose N=1+[2e?CP]
with the same constant as in (8). Applying again the Rouche theorem,
we find that zeros * (i )n of si (?, *) for |n|N lie in the set EN=
 |n|>N [* | |*&n|10&4]. Moreover,
*(i )n =n+
Qi
?n
+
s (i )n
n
, |n|N, (39)
and
* (1)n &*
(2)
n =
Q1&Q2
?n
+
_n
n
, (40)
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with
 :
|n|>N
|s (i)n |
2CP
 :
|n|>N
|_n | 2Cd(p1 , p2).
Let ci (*)=ui (*)+vi (*). Let 8i (*) be defined by Eq. (5) and let 8(x)=
81(x)&82(x). We represent 8(x) in the form 8(x)=91(x)+92(x)+
93(x) where
91(x)=
1
2?i ||*|=N+12 _
c1(*)
*s1(*)
&
c2(*)
*s2(*)& cos *x d*,
92(x)= :
|n|>N _
c1(* (1)n )
* (1)n s* (*
(1)
n )
&
c2(* (2)n )
* (2)n s* 2(*
(2)
n )& cos *(1)n x,
93(x)= :
|n|>N
c2(* (2)n )
* (2)n s* 2(*
(2)
n )
(cos * (1)n x&cos *
(2)
n x).
The function 81(x) is analytic in x, and since
|c1(*)&c2(*)|+|*s1(*)&*s2(*)|Cd(p1 , p2) |*|&1 e? |I*|, (41)
the following estimate holds
|91(x)|+|9$1(x)|CeCPd(p1 , p2). (42)
To estimate 92(x) we use (10) and (11) and, similar to (20), we obtain
} c1(*
(1)
n )
* (1)n s* 1(*
(1)
n )
&
c2(* (2)n )
* (2)n s* 2(*
(2)
n ) }
/n
n
,
 :
|n|<N
|/n | 2<Cd(p1 , p2).
Since |*n&n|10&4 for |n|>N, the functional sequences [sin &nx]n=1
and [cos &nx]n=0 with
&n={n* (1)n
if 0nN
if n>N
are the Riesz bases in L2[0, ?]. Hence
max
x # [0, 2?]
|92(x)|+&9$2(x)&L2[0, ?]Cd(p1 , p2). (43)
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At last, similar to (21), we have
cos *(1)n x&cos *
(2)
n x=&
Q1&Q2
?
x
sin nx
n
&
Q21&Q
2
2
2?2
x2
cos nx
n2
+}$nx
sin nx
n
+}n"x2
cos nx
n2
+
}n(x)
n2
(44)
where
 :
|n|>N
|}$n | 2+ :
|n|>N
|}n"| 2
+ :
|n|>N
max
x # [0, ?]
( |}n(x)|+|}$n(x)| )Cd(p1 , p2).
Combining (42), (43), (44) we arrive at the estimate
max
x # [0, 2?]
|8(x)|+&8$(x)&L2[0, 2?]CeCPd(p1 , p2).
Let F (i )(x, t) be defined by Eq. (6) with 8(i )(x) instead of 8(x), and let
F(x, t)=F (1)(x, t)&F (2)(x, t). Since pi satisfies the condition (v), Eq. (7)
has the unique solution K (i )x =K
(i )(x, } ), and the difference K(x, t)=
K (1)(x, t)&K (2)(x, t) satisfies the equation
(I+F(1))Kx=&Fx+FK (2)x .
This proves that (32) is satisfied, which, according to (33), implies (16).
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